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Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the permission of SAP.
Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your license agreement or any other service
or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this presentation or any related
document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or platforms directions and
functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason without notice. The information in this
presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. This presentation is provided
without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or non-infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP
assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or gross
negligence.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates,
and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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Forewords
Scope & Objective

Our shared reality

Our vision

“User Experience is the corner stone of the
user productivity, user satisfaction & user adoption.
This is the most important factor in realizing customer
value from the Intelligent Enterprise.”

How we deliver
Call to action
Conclusions
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Our shared reality

User experience for everyone
We need to support various expectations

Job to be done

Frequency

Work environment

Company size

Region

I use SAP solutions
I use SAP solutions all day I create solutions everyday, in
I manage the information I create solutions all day long, I use SAP solutions everyday,
on the site, for a large occasionally, on the road, forlong,
a in the office , for a large the office, for a large enterprise
system for transnational at home, for my company in
Europe
enterprise in Oceania
mid-size company in Africa enterprise in America
in Asia
company in India

IT manager

App developer

Maintenance worker,
on oil platform

Casual user
Sales rep, on the road

Power user
Purchaser, desk-based

Business analyst
for procurement
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User experience for everyone
We all have the same challenges

Speed of change

IT manager

App developer

Job evolution

Maintenance worker,
on oil platform

Casual user
Sales rep, on the road

Business transformation

Power user
Purchaser, desk-based

Business analyst
for procurement
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Human first
An experience working just for you

Guiding you through tailored experiences.
User experiences are produced for the majority, not the individual. We will apply intelligence to the insights of how our users interact
with our software as individuals to produce tailored, intelligent experiences that adapt to the individual in the moment.

Understanding your state of mind.
A user experience needs to understand your situation and your state of mind in the moment to deliver you an experience that
supports your goals and desires and increases your success and happiness.

Ensuring your trust in our software.
Your personal experience is yours alone. And we want to ensure that users have clear and meaningful choices around their data.
We create a personal experience based on your data and insights that inform and empower you in a trustful and ethical way.
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The convergence of technology and UX
Connecting the dots

AI is automating many of our repetitive tasks.
Production lines are running with less human oversight. Law will just be applied. Users are required to react to unforeseen issues
and perform critical tasks in less time. Our experiences will adapt to allow the user to focus on what’s important in the moment.

Users will assume more roles and address more diverse tasks.
Users will fundamentally change or assume more roles while others cease to be. On the job learning will be required more in a fastpaced technology evolution. Our experiences will adapt to support users facing new opportunities and tasks.

People are able to choose where and when they work.
With data available everywhere, accessible on any device, users can choose to work the way they want to, and where they want to.
Our experiences will need to not just be accessible on the go but adapt to the situations in which people work.
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Our vision, our joint opportunity

talking and texting

Bring to life a user experience,
consistent across the entire portfolio,
tailored to EVERY individual and that is
interactive, insightful, and intelligent,
supporting people wherever they are,
in a trustful way.

mobile

sketching

eyesight + brain
computer interaction

desktop

AR/VR
environment
new
technology
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How we deliver

How we deliver
How we seize this opportunity

1. Engage with you continuously
Your feedback matters. We listen carefully to you.

2. Develop solutions you desire
So that you can team up with SAP solutions

3. Explore innovative interactions
Evolution & innovation of SAP interactions: insightful & intelligent
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We care about our users
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All along the solution‘s lifecycle

Design thinking

Dev channels

Qualtrics XM

to create solutions you desire

to keep you satisfied

o
o
o
o

Co-innovation
SAP Customer Engagement Initiative (CEI)
End user research
System usability survey

+

Users

Design-led development process

User
researcher

Designer

Product
manager

Developer
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Customer feedback cycle
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Qualtrics embedded in SAP Fiori
Customers wish transparency and control over feedback. They expect to benefit as well from the feedback their employees give on SAP
products. This regulation requires technical, organizational, and legal alignment and clarification.

Listen
SAP
curates
surveys

SAP
improves product
experience

Act

Customer
end-users
share feedback

SAP
analyzes customer
feedback

Customer
analyzes own
feedback

Learn
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Develop solutions you desire
Our approach

Design system
Offer a unified language

SAP Fiori experience
The product experience for business users that blurs solution boundaries

Technological enablers
Scale & enable “built-in” consistency
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SAP Fiori design system
Design principles and technology

Role-based

Adaptive

Simple

Coherent

Delightful

Designed for you, your
needs, and how you work

Adapts to multiple
use cases and scenarios

Includes only
what is necessary

Provides one fluid,
intuitive experience

Makes an
emotional connection

Other
technologies
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SAP Fiori, the SAP UX brand
Integrated & consistent experience

SAP
Fiori
2013

Casual user
self services

SAP
Fiori 2.0

SAP
Fiori 3

2016

Starting now

Professional user

Mobile
Conversational
iOS & Android with SAP CoPilot

Flexible, simple, and convenient, with machine
intelligence guiding users to make their work easier

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.
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SAP Fiori 3 evolution

SAP Fiori 3 design system
SAP’s new target design, evolving the
SAP Fiori design language for all SAP
products to fully support the Intelligent
Suite in a consistent way.
User-centric
Role-based, personalized and simplified User Experience

Look
any aspect of visual design,
theme, dimensions, or breakpoints

Feel
any aspect of motion design,
interactivity, or virtual haptics

Controls & Floorplans
anything regarding the components
and composition of the user interface

Common Functions
any functionality used across multiple
products or technologies
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SAP Fiori 3 principles

Evolutionary
The design concept continuously evolves, building on established and successful
patterns while adapting to new trends and industry requirements.

Consistent
The design provides consistency for all SAP products by aligning the use of colors,
fonts and key components.

Compatible
Fiori 3 runs on all platforms where Fiori 2.0 has been used to ensure a smooth
upgrade to the latest design.

Modular
Fiori 3 consists of several aspects which can be used where appropriate. Data
integration via cards, the integration of machine learning results, and multi-channel
on mobile are only some examples.
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UX Consistency across products & technologies

A core set of UX aspects will be applied and verified
across all major SAP products and technologies.
The consistency of core visual aspects, such as colors,
iconography, typography and the placement of actions
ensures a similar look and feel across SAP products.

© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ INTERNAL
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SAP Fiori 3
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Consistency

Product switcher
Product-specific actions
SAP CoPilot in the center

SAP Ariba
SAP Fieldglass
SAP S/4HANA
Digital Supply Chain
& Manufacturing
SAP Analytics Cloud
SAP Concur
SAP SuccessFactors

Navigation

Home

Analytics Cloud

Ariba

Commerce Cloud

Customer Data Cloud

Concur

Fieldglass

Marketing Cloud

Sales Cloud

Service Cloud

SuccessFactors

S/4HANA

Home

SAP Customer
Experience (Sales)
SAP Customer
Experience (Sales)
SAP Customer
Experience (Sales)
SAP Customer
Experience (Sales)

In App/ Page
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Current shell designs
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Visual Design: the new Quartz theme for SAP Fiori 3
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Quartz Light

Quartz Dark

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.
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SAP Fiori 3: first steps of our journey available now

Solutions

Colors

Shell bar

SAP S/4HANA Cloud

SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1908

SAP S/4HANA

On premise: SAP Fiori front-end server 6.0, which can be embedded with SAP S/4HANA 1909.

SAP ECC

Via SAP Fiori front-end server 6.0 .

SAP Fieldglass
SAP Ariba

Available for:

SAP Analytics Cloud

SAP Fiori 3 Custom Theme

SAP IBP

On the launchpad for :

Guided buying capability

Sales & Operations
Demand

SAP C/4 HANA

Available for:

Inventory

Product Cockpit
Opportunity

SAP SuccessFactors

Theme available soon, header very soon

SAP Concur

Theme & header available soon

SAP Ariba Sourcing

Edge Edition

SAP Ariba Supplier Risk

Supply Chain Control Tower

SAP Ariba Network

Demand Driven Replenishment

Response & Supply

Planning & Dispatching

Customer Data Cloud

Executive Dashboard

Marketing Cloud
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Flexible self-contained
patterns

on

Create once and share everywhere
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Cards, our modular building blocks

Purpose-built insights and
actions

Reusable on any floorplan and
with multi-channel experiences

SAP Fiori 3
for SAP S/4HANA
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SAP Fiori is the new way of working
Classical way of working
Focus on single tasks in a process using
complex UIs

Consequence
Misleading expectation about
replacement of classic transactions by
SAP Fiori apps

New way of working
Highlight actions that demand attention of the user
prior to drilling down to next level of detail
(insight to action)

The value of new user experience
Combine analytical tasks with transactional execution
More intuitive navigation and simplified applications
Foundation of intelligent ERP
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SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA
One look:
SAP Fiori theme for all applications
Single point of entry
via SAP Fiori launchpad

Domain-specific
infos and actions

Native iOS / Android mobile
experience for high-impact
scenarios
Enter details and
explore in depth
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Tools supporting the implementation of SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA
To simplify Fiori adoption

Initial scoping

Rapid activation of SAP Fiori for

Identify business roles

selected business roles

SAP Fiori apps reference library
SAP Readiness Check 2.0
SAP Fiori app recommendations
SAP Fiori lighthouse scenarios

Task Lists for rapid SAP Fiori activation
• SAP Fiori foundation
• SAP Fiori content activation

Adjust content and roles
according to fit/gap analysis

SAP Fiori launchpad Content Manager
• Search SAP FLP content
• Identify matching tiles/target mappings
• Copy & adjust catalogs
• Mass assignments
• Planned: roles & activation status
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Combining business context and AI
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Intelligent situation handling

Trigger: What happened?
Pattern recognition, statistical irregularities,
custom-defined rules.

Context: What does it mean?
Explanation: root cause, impact if not resolved

Solution: What can be done?
Ranked recommendations – with machine learning
Explanation: Why recommended?
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SAP Fiori AI

Situations
Recommendations
Ranking

Trigger: AI/ML creates
situation-based
notifications.

2

AI-enhanced experience

User selects notification
to navigate to the
situation.

Based on solution
proposal data user selects
appropriate proposal.

After confirmation, user can rate the
usefulness of the resolution proposal which in
turn informs and improves the situation
algorithm.
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Integrated experience
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SAP SuccessFactors
SAP SuccessFactors
SAP Concur

SAP Fieldglass
SAP S/4HANA

SAP S/4HANA

Central home for manager or employee

Central inbox for manager or employee
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Tailored experience

SAP Fiori launchpad
Provided by IT

+

Self-services
Empower end users with:

=

2

From IT-driven application launchpad to self-service, collaborative business workspace

Business workplace

Easy & intuitive access
Central entry point
Integration
SAP CoPilot
…

Multi-channel access
Collaboration & self-service content creation
Workflow & notifications
Central search
One inbox
3rd party integration
Contextual content recommendations via AI and
machine learning
Web and document management

A self-service,
collaborative experience on
SAP Cloud Platform
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Technologies to enable SAP Fiori
How to balance TCO & mission criticality

Web

Hybrid

Native

[…]
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SAP Fiori 3
Technology Enablers
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Web technologies options to enable SAP Fiori
The best of both worlds: Scalability & flexibility

Efficient development based on meta data
Framework for application development
Programming model adaptation
UI element behavior
UI element visual design
UI5 Web
Components

SAP UI5

SAP Fiori elements
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SAP Fiori elements

43

SAP Fiori elements is a fast way to build new SAP Fiori apps

Low-code, standardized UI development with SAPUI5
▪

Improves development efficiency while reducing app
development costs

▪

Ensures a consistent user experience across apps
through provided floorplans

▪

Provides out-of-the-box UI functionality for
▪ Overview pages
▪ List report pages
▪ Object pages
▪ Worklist pages
▪ Analytical list pages

▪

Supports both desktop and mobile devices
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SAP Fiori elements boosts developer productivity

Development
Efficiency
Standardized floorplans allow
developers
▪ to focus on business logic
and back-end services
▪ to leverage proven UI
concepts

UX
Consistency
SAP-delivered specifications
for data and controls ensure
▪ a centrally-managed user
experience
▪ out-of-the-box forward
compatibility

Enterprise
Readiness
Organizations can rapidly and
consistently
▪ deliver high quality
applications to end users
▪ benefit from best practices
to scale app creation
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SAP Fiori elements
Page types cover most SAP scenarios

Overview Page

List Report

Analytical List Page

Flexible Layout

Object Page
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SAP Fiori elements’ floorplans to cover most SAP scenarios

Worklist

…

List report

Object page

Object page

Analytical list
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SAP Fiori elements
Accelerate SAP Fiori app development at scale and ensure design consistency

Prepare your business logic
OData service, annotations

→

Generate your application
at runtime to be consistent & up-to-date

Generating a list
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Tools to enable SAP Fiori

SAP Web IDE

SAP Screen Personas

…

SAP Business Application Studio
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Mobile technology trends
Powerful on-device capabilities are ready to enable digital transformations

By 2020, over 50% of large
European businesses will have
on AR/VR strategy in place.
By the end of 2019, more than
half of flagship devices will have
some kind of embedded AI.

Machine learning on the go,
without the need for connectivity.

Smartphones will both be the
interface for consumer AI and deliver
the vast amount of data technology
companies need to train AI systems.
Conversational and immersive
touchpoints drive experience to become
a multi experience. Strong need for a
consistent user experience across
those.
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Mobile native solutions to enable SAP Fiori
Some use cases need a native solution

Apple Enterprise Design Lab
© 2019 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. ǀ PUBLIC
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Design programs

Pages
Interaction patterns

UI components
Sketch stencils
Visual designs
SAP Fiori for iOS

SAP Fiori for Android
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Example: Initiate on desktop and execute on mobile
Professional services – Project manager and project consultant

SAP S/4HANA professional services

SAP Project companion for project managers & consultants
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Example: Mobile drives the digital transformation in asset management
Mobile is far more than just another user interface

SAP Asset Manager – Digital twin

Leverage SAP integrated business systems and latest
technologies to transform the way how we work…

SAP Asset Manager – Digitalization order

Capture data via mobile devices to feed machine learning and
augmented models
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Example: Mobile drives the digital transformation in retail
Mobile is far more than just another user interface

Store Operations

Capture data via mobile devices to feed machine learning
and augmented models

Clienteling

Leverage SAP integrated business systems and
latest technologies to transform the way how we work…
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How we deliver
How we seize this opportunity

1. Engage with you continuously
Your feedback matters. We listen carefully to you.

2. Develop solutions you desire
So that you can team up with SAP solutions

3. Explore innovative interactions
Evolution & innovation of SAP interactions: insightful & intelligent
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Be with you when you need us

talking and texting

mobile

sketching

Interaction based on your context
Taking advantage of the massive leaps in AI and
personal technology to produce supportive UX that is:
• Interactive
• Insightful
• Intelligent

eyesight + brain
computer interaction

desktop

AR/VR
environment
new
technology
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Be where you work
We are where you work and help you how you work

desktop

mobile

Google

Slack
MS Teams

Alexa
Siri

WeChat

assistants

productivity tools

Cortana

new
technology
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What’s Next
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Future proof interactions
We are preparing the next generation of user interactions

Ambient user experience

Automation

Conversational interaction

Making mobile truly mobile

With AI and through Process Automation

Interact with SAP in a natural language dialog

AR, VR, & 3D visualization

Eyesight - gaze interaction

Brain-computer interaction

Information-enriched user experience

Hands-free and intuitive user experience

Cognitive state detection & mental commands
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Call to Action & Conclusions

SAP’s UX call to action
What you can do today

Use and give feedback on:
•
•
•
•

SAP Fiori
SAP Fiori for S/4HANA
SAP Fiori elements
Mobile

Co-innovate with us on:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Mobile
Gaze interaction
AR/VR
Brain-computer interaction
Cards
SAP Fiori evolution
…
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Key take-aways
SAP Fiori is the go to User Experience for the SAP products.
 Provides a consistent User Experience across products
 Enables innovations
 Lowers TCO

SAP offers a user experience that supports every individual in all their business
situations and prepares for the future by listening carefully to users feedback and
exploring new interaction patterns.

SAP user experience is your business transformation ally.
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Questions?

Thank you.
Kirsty White
SAP User Experience
SAP SE

Follow all of SAP

www.sap.com/contactsap
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